REGULAR MAINTENANCE
Sweep, vacuum,
damp mop
Wood Soap

As needed to remove dust and light dirt.

Add 3 cap (10ml) per 1 liter of warm water. Clean with a damp mop. Do
not excess water on the floor (wring out mop). Let dry 30 minutes.
Frequency: Ideally Every wash

Spray Revitalyser

Spray on floor. Rub along the lengths of the planks with a damp mop to
work the Revitalyser into the floor. Let dry 30 minutes.
Contains natural waxes soluble in water that enhance your pre-oiled
floor.
Frequency: Ideally Every four washes

Regenerating Oil

Use to repair wear and tear in your floor. Regenerates original lustre of
the preoiled floor. If missing color, Impregnating Oil may be applied
before use. Do not allow a film of oil to remain on the surface of the
floor.
Use: Scuff the area with 120 grit sandpaper. Apply with a motion parallel
to wood flooring. Dry section with a clean cloth.
Frequency: Commercial use: Once a year. Residential use: 2 to 10 years.

OTHER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
Stain remover

To remove heavy stains or glue during the installation.
Use a cloth, rub the stain. Wipe and let dry.

Repair kit

Useful for minor repairs. Contains Impregnating Oil, Finishing Oil and
wax pencil.
Note: When using either oil – allow to penetrate for 10-15 minutes then
wipe off excess oil.Apply Impregnating Oil when nicks or scratches
remove the colour in the floor – let dry then apply Finishing Oil. For
light, surface scratches apply Finishing Oil only. Always wait for
complete drying (2-3 days) before judging the result. Never sand/resand the repair when the oils are not completely dry. If the repair
requires further work sand lightly the area using 120 grit sandpaper.
Apply Impregnating Oil. Let it dry then apply Finishing Oil. Let dry again.

Applicator

Useful to apply oil.

Replacement cover To replace the cover of the applicator after use with oil.
for applicator
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